Abstract
inventory level falls below r, the system needs be operated for production until the inventory level reaches R.
Under the (r,R) policy, production time intervals from the beginning of each production till reaching the inventory level of R are strongly dependent upon demand processes. For a compound Poisson demand process, as assumed for this study, some of such production intervals may get large due to the possibility of huge demand occurrences. This implies that the (r,R) policy may not be realistic for production systems with facilities (machines) whose operations are constrained with a regular maintenance work scheduled after each specified length of continuous operation time. For example, some production facilities may have the physical restriction that after each three-day-Iong consecutive operation one day needs be reserved for maintenance.
The above discussions indicate that for problems with such physical restrictions, the (r,Q) policy may appear more realistic than the (r,R) policy, since the former presumes that each production operation is terminated after producing the fixed amount of Q. Moreover, no one has treated the (r,Q) model yet. The objective of this work is thus to find an optimal (r,Q) policy for the single-product single-machine production/inventory system with each operation physically restricted by a fixed length of consecutive operation time per setup (i.e. by the production quantity, Q, per setup).
The proposed problem is often encountered for production planning management Ln a variety of manufacturing areas. For example, some companies in machinery industry may have a production system with operational restrictions subject to capacity limit (e.g. restriction by a facility's production capacity in automobile manufacturing company) whenever an operation is set up.
In such cases, Q itself can be a design parameter for the associated capacity determination or an operational decision parameter for an optimal production scheduling. Similarly, some computer terminal operation scheduling can be accounted as in the problem category when each terminal operation needs be regulated during a specific hour each day for the better time-sharing purpose.
Steady-State Probability Distribution of Inventory Process
The following notations are considered for formulating an (r,Q) production/inventory model: for nonnegative integer set Nand nonnegative real value set R+,
distribution function of production time per unit, t £ R+, n-fold convolution of F(t) with itself, where FO(t) = 1, and 
where qn(k) is the n-fold convolution of the demand size distribution at k
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Now we will show how the (r,Q) production/inventory model can be t £ R+} is a semi-regenerative process.
Denote by G j (t) the probab ility that the time interval, T n+l-T n' is less than or equal to t, given a state j of the process {y ; n £ N}. Then, for n any n £ N,
Also denote by P ij the transitior, probability from the state Y n j: that is,
Then, the associated transition probabilities of the process {y ; n £ N} can n be characterized as follows:
(i) for either i<Q and j<Q, or i?j+Q+l with j?O,
(ii) for i<Q~j, letting s£ be the size of £-th demand and ~ be the total number of demand occurrences during (T , T 1] n n+ (9) and ( 10) P. ,
a. '+Q(Q) , which leads to the relation that
i+m,j+m
Letting M = {Pij} be the transition matrix associated with the imbedded Markov chain {y ; n £ N}, it is then characterized as in Theorem 1. 
Then, the limit of ~jk(t) can be given from Theorem (10.6.12) of Cinlar [3] as follows: 
Ljk(t) = P{D(t) = k-j}, for j~<Q,
and
(ii) for jZQ and Z defined as the time that the production of the n-th
These characterizations of Ljk(t) lead to the following detailed expressions of <P k :
(i) at k=O,
where
and (22) Theorem 2. for r?-Q,
Furthermore, the righthand side of (24) Figure 1 . in Section 5 suggests that the claimed unimodality holds and that the optimal solutions are located between Q and C,-defined as follows:
and
where Ixl denotes the truncated integer value of x, and Q and Q-l represent
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the truncated solution values computed by use of expected demand and production (replenishing) rates in the approach for EPQ models with shortage not allowed and with backloggings allowed, respectively.
Our final comment on the optimal solution search is that Q O
can be a good starting point. Thus the overall solution search scheme is described below: (27) Step 1.
Step 2.
Step 3. 
A Procedure for Computing IT
We will now discuss on how to compute IT. The stationary equations associated with M is given by
for j<Q
IT.
Denote by IT (z) the probability generating function of IT, which is defined 
and where P"
A Numerical Example
We consider a production/inventory problem with a compound Poisson demand process having random deTIk~nd sizes taking values one or two. The behavior of the optimal policy with respect to input parameter changes, and the general pattern of the total system cost are examined.
The basic problem parameters are given as follows: demand rate A=O.27, production rate )J=1, inventory holding cost h=O.l, backlogging cost b=l, setup cost K=5, and p=P{s=1}=O.75. In particular, we assume that the production cost per unit, C()J) , is equal to c, where C represents a standard production cost per unit, and c=3.
The problem is numerically searched for an optimal solution of rand Q on a computer, Cyber 174, and we use the classical method for finding the TI O ' TI 1 ,
• Such a solution is found by use of LMSL code (developed in 
6--6--6--6--6--6--6--6-~--6 optimal Q values, and optimal r values" respectively, and that both Q and Q values are described in dotted curves.
From Figures 2 and 3 , as the ratio A/)l increases, while r (which reflects the safety stock) does not change. This implies that the expected number of setups remains relatively constant. Figure 4 shows that the setup cost increases, the major policy change is for Q-r to increase, so that a rather long setup interval is required. Figures 5 and 6 show that as the ratio b/h increases, both rand Q increase. This is interpreted as more inventory holdings are required. Figure 7 shows that Q decreases as p increases. This is because more frequent setups for production are required to compensate for backloggings.
Concl usion
As discussed in Section 4, the major difficulty of the problem is heavily dependent upon the production lot size (or capacity) of Q, since the computational load of determining the associated steady-state probability distributions of 1T and ~ increases enormously Ivith Q.
The extent ion of this work to the problems with positive (non-instanta-neous) setup time can be immediately considered as long as setup times along with production times are defined in convolution.
